
Psychology 102: Experimental Psychology 

 

Room: FP-11 Day/Time: TTH12:45-2:20    Text: "Experimental Psychology" by Myers & Hansen (7th edition) 

Instructor: Sheldon W. Helms    Office: FP-12 email: shelms@ohlone.edu    Blog: https://www.OhlonePsychBlog.com 

 

Message from the Teacher:  

Please keep this syllabus and use it as a map to guide you through this class for the next semester. Read it carefully and refer to it 

often.  Although it may be necessary to make certain changes to it over the semester, this syllabus will prove invaluable to you. 

 

Student Learning Objectives: 

The purpose of this class is to introduce you to the scientific study of psychology by presenting information from a wide range of 

topics. At completion, the student should be able to: Create an experimental research design and point out any ethical considerations; 

design, plan, and write an APA-style research proposal for an experiment or other scientific study; and investigate current research 

reports related to social, ethical, and/or multicultural issues. Although we will be discussing a good deal of this information in class, 

students are responsible for all of the information in the text, regardless of whether it is covered in lecture. 

 

Nota bene: Faculty exercise professional judgment when choosing class material, and retain the right to choose books, make 
assignments, and determine the content and issues to be covered in their classes. The material for this class is intended for adult 

students, and is designed to stimulate critical analysis and discussion of issues relevant to the scientific community. Students who 

may find some language and/or material “offensive” or who cannot exercise tolerance for the scientific perspective should 

understand that course content is determined by individual instructors and departments at their discretion. 

 

Method of Assessment: 

Assessment will include six (6) multiple-choice Tests covering several chapters each, and a comprehensive Final Exam based on 

assigned text readings and lectures. You will need to download six (free) 100-item ZipGrade Bubble Sheets from 

http:/www.ZipGrade.com for these tests. In addition, you will be assigned a SurveyProject * (to be discussed later). An entire class 

meeting will be allotted for each test. At the 10-minute mark, no late students will be allowed to take the test, regardless of the 

reason for their tardiness. 

NO MAKE-UP EXAMS OR DATE/TIME CHANGES FOR ANY REASON. PLEASE DO NOT ASK. ** 

LATOPS, PHONES, RECORDING DEVICES, AND OTHER ELECTRONICS ARE PROHIBITED. *** 

 

Given that writing assignments constitute a significant portion of your overall grade, students should pay close attention to the 

Ohlone College Catalog guidelines regarding the suggested prerequisite of ENGL-101A for this course. With few exceptions, 

students who lack this level of English comprehension have had difficulty with my writing assignments. 

 

Attendance: 

A great deal of information will be conveyed during each class session. Missing class is, therefore, greatly discouraged. Since half of 

your participation grade is based on attendance, you will be allowed only TWO absences: one unexcused, and one excused absence 

with documentation (e.g., doctor’s note, court summons, etc.) Any additional absences may require you to drop the course. In short, 

attendance is required.  The instructor is not responsible for enrolling you in, or dropping you from, the course.  Check with 
Admissions & Records to ensure that your records are accurate, and do not simply stop attending class without officially dropping it. 

 

Grade Weighting: Each of the course requirements will contribute to the final course grade: 

Participation=15%; Tests = 30%; Survey Project= 30%; Final Exam = 25% 

 

Grading: Grades will be calculated using a 10-point scale as follows: 

100-90 = A 89-80 = B 79-70 = C 69-60 = D 59 and below = F 

 

Deadlines: Papers will be submitted to me through email before midnight on the date listed. Any paper emailed the next day (i.e., 

past midnight) will be considered late, and will be penalized as indicated below. 

 

LATE PAPERS WILL BE LOWERED BY ONE GRADE FOR EACH CALENDAR DAY THEY ARE LATE. 

 

Academic Integrity: We live in an age when some students feel the need to cheat on exams or to use the work of others 

(classmates, Internet sources, etc.) and pass it off as their own. By definition, such an act is considered plagiarism. “Working 

together” on an assignment will not be accepted as an excuse for such acts.  Please ensure that your work is original and is your own.  

If you feel this pressure and want to talk about it, or if you observe that others are engaging in this behavior, please let me know. All 

infractions of Ohlone College regulations of academic dishonesty will be dealt with seriously and severely, and will at least result in 

failing the assignment, but may also lead to failing the course, as well as suspension or permanent expulsion from the college. 

mailto:shelms@ohlone.edu
https://www.ohlonepsychblog.com/
http://www.gradedeck.com/


Chapter #  Topic       Date  Assignments  

 

1 Experimental Psychology and the Scientific Method    8/27-8/29 

The need for scientific methodology, characteristics and tools of science, and scientific explanation. 

 
2 Research Ethics        9/3-9/5   

APA guidelines on deception, full disclosure, anonymity, confidentiality, ethics 

 

3 Alternatives to Experimentation: Nonexperimental Designs   9/10-9/12 Test on 1 & 2 

Research activities; Phenomenology, Case Studies, Field Studies, Archival Study 

 

4 Alternatives to Experimentation: Surveys and Interviews    9/17-9/19 

Survey research and its considerations; probability and nonprobability sampling. 

 

5 Alternatives to Experimentation: Correlational & Quasi-Experimental Designs 9/24-9/26 Test on 3, 4, & 5 

Correlation versus Causal Modeling; Quasi-Experimental designs.     

 
6 Formulating the Hypothesis      10/1-10/3 

The characteristics of an Experimental Hypothesis; Inductive & Deductive Models; Combining 

models; Building on prior research; Hypothesis Intuition; Searching the research literature. 

 

7 The Basics of Experimentation      10/8-10/10 

Independent and Dependent Variables; Operational Definitions; Evaluating Designs. 

 

8 Solving Problems: Controlling Extraneous Variables    10/15-10/17 

Physical, Social, Personality, & Context Variables. 

 

N/A Test on Chapters 6, 7 & 8       10/22  Test on 6, 7, & 8 
Selecting & Recruiting Subjects; One & Two Independent Groups; Two Matched Groups. 

 

9 Basic Between-Subjects Designs      10/24 

Selecting & Recruiting Subjects; One & Two Independent Groups; Two Matched Groups. 

 
10 Between-Subjects Factorial Designs     10/29-10/31 Test on 9 & 10 

More Than One Independent Variable; Laying Out A Factorial Design; Choosing a BSFD. 
 

11 Within-Subjects Designs       11/5 

Advantages & Disadvantages of Within-Subjects Designs; Mixed Designs. 

 

12 Within-Subjects Designs: Small N      11/7-11/12 Test on 11 & 12 

Small N Designs; ABA Designs; Multiple Baseline Designs; When to use each. 

 

13 Why We Need Statistics       11/14-11/19 

Weighing the evidence; Statistical Inference; The odds of finding significance, discussing data. 

 

14 Analyzing Results: Two Group Examples     11/21 
 Which Test Do I Use?; The Chi Square Test: The t Test.  

 

N/A In-Class Discussion of Group Survey Projects    11/26  Course Paper Due 

Each student will bring her/his completed Course Paper and discuss it for the class.    

 

N/A Test on Chapters 13 & 14       12/3  Test on 13 & 14 

 

15 Drawing Conclusions: The Search for the Elusive Bottom Line  12/5 

Internal Validity; External Validity, and Handling Nonsignificant Outcomes. 
 

 

ALL Cumulative Final Exam  Friday, 12/13,  9:30 – 11:30 AM 

  



ADDENDA 
 

 

 

*  Survey Project 

 

This semester, you will be randomly assigned to a group that will create a professional, scientific survey on a topic of your 

choosing. The only rule is that the topic must be related to the field of psychology; other than that, nearly every topic that 

might interest you is open for discussion. Your professor will not make that decision for you, but will help you decide 

and/or focus your topic area if needed. 

 

Once completed in satisfactory manner, and edited for accuracy, focus, and scientific integrity, the survey will be created in 
Google Docs and distributed (by you) online and however else you deem appropriate. After data have been collected, you 

will write a Course Paper about the survey, its results, and the overall experience of working on a scientific team. 

 

Given that this assignment constitutes a significant portion of your grade in the class, a good deal of time will be spent 

working on it. I will do my best to ensure that extra in-class time is set aside as often as possible for your group to meet, 

however, regular meeting (both in-person, as well as via email, Skype, etc.) will doubtless be necessary. 

 

 

**  Testing Procedures 

 

Many students are surprised when they experience their first test day with me. During lectures, office hours, etc., I am 
generally an easygoing person. On test day, however, a sense of professionalism and seriousness takes over. 

 

This is because, as a psychology professor, I am well aware that all manner of variables can affect testing in my students. 

Distractions such as late students coming in (often noisily), unprepared students asking each other (or me) for pencils, 

bubble sheets, etc., cell phones ringing or buzzing, and a host of other disturbances can cause many students to become 

distracted from the task at hand, and to miss out on points they should have earned. Often, it’s the least prepared students 

who negatively affect the most prepared. Unfair. 

 

As a result, at as a minimum level of defense, I discourage tardiness on all days, especially test day. Students who come in 

at the 10-minute mark will not be allowed to take the test. I also will not arrange tests at times other than those stated in the 

syllabus. Since unforeseen circumstances do arise, I have made each chapter test worth only 5% of your overall grade. That 

way, if you were to miss a test, you can still do well in the class without causing me to be here an extra hour every time we 
take a test for each of the hundreds of students I teach. 

 

 

***  Laptops and other Electronics 

 

Although most of your professors will prohibit the use of cellphones in the classes, I also do not allow the use of recording 

devices or laptops. This surprises many college students, since the image of the studious learner in front of a glowing laptop 

has become widespread. It may surprise you to learn, however, that decades of research shows the detrimental effect of 

electronics on learning. 

 

One report showed that “participants spent almost 40 minutes out of every 100-minute class period using the internet for 
nonacademic purposes.” This included the use of social media, checking personal email, shopping, reading news sites, 

chatting with friends, watching videos, and playing games. Needless to say, those who engaged in these activities were also 

the ones who received the lowest exam scores. (source: https://tinyurl.com/LaptopsAndLearning) 

 

Even for those who have the almost superhuman ability to resist the activities listed above, other research shows that 

laptops are not even the best way to take notes. Researchers consistently find that those who take notes by hand learn more, 

retain more, and do better on tests of the information being lectured on.  

(source: https://tinyurl.com/LaptopsAndNotetaking) 

 

As a result of these and other findings, students in my classes are required to take notes by hand, and to refrain from use of 

laptops, phones, audio recording devices, and other electronics. 

 
 

 

https://tinyurl.com/LaptopsAndLearning
https://tinyurl.com/LaptopsAndNotetaking
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